Small Grants
Big Gains
A summary of the CashBack for Communities
Small Grants Scheme Evaluation 2013-14

Background
The CashBack for Communities Small Grants Scheme
(CashBack SGS) was established in March 2010 to support
local volunteer led youth groups, who have had limited access
to external funding, to enhance their programmes for young
people and to get positive projects off the ground.
The CashBack SGS is funded by the Scottish Government’s
CashBack for Communities initiative, which uses funds
recovered from criminal activity to support positive activities for
young people.
The CashBack SGS is managed by a partnership of six
national voluntary youth organisations:

• Clubs for Young People (Scotland)
• The Boys’ Brigade
• The Girls’ Brigade in Scotland
• Scouts Scotland
• Girlguiding Scotland
• Youth Scotland
Member groups from these partner organisations can apply
for start-up grants of up to £1,000 and programme grants of
up to £2,000.

The evaluation
The CashBack SGS has received funding for 2013 – 2016.
This is a summary of the evaluation findings from Year 1
(2013-14) as conducted by Lesley Greenaway and Laura
Baird of Evaluation and Professional Development Services.
This evaluation focused on measuring the impact of the
CashBack SGS against its initial anticipated outcomes for
young people and youth groups. These were:

• Increased participation in positive community based activity
• Increased participation by difficult to engage and equalities
groups

• Increased opportunities to try new things
• Increased opportunities to develop interests and skills
• Increased number of places to go where young people feel
safe and comfortable

CashBack groups as co-evaluators –
A new approach
A new co-evaluation approach provided the opportunity
to generate evidence directly from young people and to
build the capacity of groups to undertake small-scale
evaluations. Groups were supported by the evaluation
team prior to the start of their project, and coached in
evaluation skills through the use of a mini-evaluation
pack. The evaluators kept in touch with the group leaders
during the period of their projects and revisited some of
them afterwards.
Feedback from leaders is that they found the process
very beneficial and as a consequence felt more
knowledgeable and skilled in evaluation methods.
“The pack is really self-explanatory, well laid out,
and very helpful. Evaluation can be a scary word
when all it means is exactly what you think about
something.” Leader
The mini-evaluation pack is available for groups to
download free of charge from
www.cashbacksmallgrants.org.
Useful for all small grant holders, not just CashBack SGS
applicants, this pack enables groups to measure the
impact of their funding.
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CashBack for
Communities
Small Grants
Scheme Fact File:
March 2013 – March 2014

• 321grant applications received
• 241awards made in total
• 31 start-up awards for new groups
• 9,660 young people benefitted from CashBack

CASE STUDY

Fun, fitness and fruit
Fun, Fitness and Fruit
Wishaw Guides Senior Section’s CashBack SGS grant was
used for a taster fun, fitness and healthy eating session and
for girls to participate in an outdoor activity weekend for all
senior sections and guide units in the area. The project aimed
to encourage the girls to adopt a healthy lifestyle, help them
build their self-confidence, have fun and retain young people
in the group. The mini-evaluation of the project found that the
girls had a lot of fun, overcame personal fears, gained in
confidence, and brought less junk food to the camp. The girls
have requested more fitness sessions and are keen to go on
another outdoor activity weekend.

SGS projects

• £235,456 awarded to local groups
• £977average grant awarded
in every
• Grants have been awarded to groups
area
in
Scotland, including
local
authority
urban, rural and island communities
Just over 50% of grants awarded to groups
• operating
within areas with SIMD deciles scores of
between 1 and 5, most deprived areas (according to the

“Before I was feeling nervous, excited, ambitious,
terrified, wanted to face my fears. Now I can do
anything I want if I put my mind to it.”
Young person, Wishaw Guides Senior Section

CASE STUDY

New sport, new group,
new kit

Scottish Government’s Scottish Index of Multiple Deprivation – SIMD)

• 46% of start-up grants to groups operating in most
deprived areas

• Nearly 400 new volunteers recruited

Touchdown UK West Fife Saints is a newly established
American football group. Their CashBack SGS award was
used to invest in good quality kit, but establishing the new
group created much more. Young people and coaches
embraced the club ethos of development, participation and
inclusion and as a result young people increased their
confidence, skills and fitness, and voluntary coaches
developed how they worked with and supported young
people’s development and growth. Learnings from their
evaluation and feedback will be used to improve their
sessions and will inform the development of other American
football groups.

“I like the environment, the people are good and I
can be myself.”
Young person, West Fife Saints
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CASE STUDY

Achieving outcomes for young people
p

Lasting legacy
Fun, Fitness and Fruit

Increased participation in positive activity
All the activities provided by the CashBack SGS projects
involved in this evaluation increased the participation of
young people in positive activities. For example: the
mini-evaluation of the Touchdown UK American Football
case study found that half of young people involved said
that they’d be less active and that a third would be ‘hanging
about the streets’ if they weren’t attending the project.

7th Aberdeen and 1st Newtonhill Girls’ Brigades’
CashBack SGS grant successfully brought together two
Girls’ Brigade companies to plan for and enjoy an adventure
weekend away at an outdoor centre. The anticipated
outcomes were that the young people would grow in
confidence, experience being away from home, and get to
know the leaders and the girls from the other company
better. The legacy is that in addition to their personal
learning and achievements the girls have kept in touch and
some are providing mutual support as they progress
together through their Duke of Edinburgh Awards. Two of
the girls have gone on to become young leaders.

CashBack SGS funding not only enabled the youth groups
to provide the opportunities, it also helped to make
participation more affordable for young people and their
families.
Increased participation by difficult to engage and
equalities groups
Just over 50% of the grants were awarded to groups
operating in areas with postcodes in SIMD deciles 1–5, the
most deprived. Whitacres Community Academy is just one
example of CashBack projects involving young people from
equalities groups.
Increased opportunities to try new things,
experiences or activities
The overwhelming majority of CashBack SGS projects
involved in this study offered young people opportunities to
try new things. For example, Knock Youth Club, Isle of
Lewis enjoyed an overnight stay at a youth centre where
young people had a chance to try gorge scrambling,
archery, and being away overnight for the first time.
“It was amazing, epic, when can we go back?”
Young person, Knock Youth Club, Isle of Lewis
Increased opportunity to develop interests and skills
All the projects offered young people the opportunity to
develop life, practical and interpersonal skills. For example,
Cummertrees Youth Group shed building project was
initiated by the young people themselves. They had the
opportunity to learn from an experienced joiner, to work in
a team and to gain practical skills such as reading a plan,
mixing cement and using tools.
“Great experience as we are not allowed to use
drills or hammers at home.”
Young person, Cummertrees Youth Group
Many of the CashBack SGS projects provided opportunities
for young people to work towards and gain recognised
qualifications: 1st Gatehouse of Fleet Scouts participated in
a 7 night camp at NIJAM. One Scout gained the Chief
Scouts Award and others are working towards it and the
Scout Awards Challenge.
Participants have places to go where they feel
safe and comfortable
Youth groups provide young people with a place where they
can be themselves. CashBack SGS funded many trips
away including outdoor adventure weekends and camps.
A common theme running through the projects was the
importance to group leaders of having access to organised
activities run by qualified instructors. This gave reassurance
to group leaders that their charges were in safe hands and
enabled them to focus on looking after the young people.

“I liked meeting new people and getting to know
the leaders outside the usual environment.”
Young person, 7th Aberdeen Girls’ Brigade

CASE STUDY

Teaching Scouts to ski
Fun, Fitness and Fruit
At Dalbeattie Scouts, only one of the 30 scouts in the
troop had been skiing before and the others were keen to
experience this snow sport. Their CashBack SGS grant
helped to make the skiing lesson at Braehead and the
Aviemore skiing trip affordable for the young people and
their families. Sixteen Scouts and three leaders participated
in the activities. The main aim was to make Scouts more
appealing and exciting, particularly for older Scouts many of
whom leave the movement when they move up from P7 to
S1. The project was also designed to broaden horizons,
provide an experience of something new and exciting,
increase independence, confidence, responsibility for
others, and teach young people how to ski.
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Alternative activities for
engaging young people

CASE STUDY

Whitacres Community Academy, Glasgow used their
CashBack SGS award to introduce an arts and crafts
programme as an alternative to the sports activities that they
offer young people. The new project attracted 26 young
people. Additionally, a second group of six special needs young
people and their siblings started using the arts and crafts
activities within their groups with much success. This group
works with difficult to engage young people and so an open
approach enables young people to join in when they want to.
Over the long term the group has provided structure and an
opportunity for young people to express themselves.

CASE STUDY

Camping under canvas
Canvas

2nd Polmont Company, Boys’ Brigade invested their
CashBack SGS money in equipment to develop a long term
camping programme. Their first canvas camp involved 12 boys
and two young trainee leaders working on their KGVI Leadership
Award. Buying the new patrol tents was the responsibility of the
young trainee leaders. Once they got to camp the boys enjoyed
traditional camp activities and other locally organised activity like
canoeing. Camping under canvas provided a wide range of
experiences: for the new camper, for the tent squad working
together, for building friendships, and for leadership opportunities.
Most importantly for this group was establishing camping as a
core activity to attract boys into the BB, to motivate existing
members and give them goals to aspire to.

“The group helps to build a foundation by giving
young people a bit of structure and a long term plan.
It is a diversion from other less positive activities.”
Leader, Whitacres Community Academy

“We are trying to
achieve something
more than a yearly
camp. I believe we
are beginning to do
that successfully. The
tents we bought with
CashBack money
have helped us move
closer to our goal.”
Trainee leader, 2nd Polmont
Company Boys’ Brigade

Conclusions
CashBack SGS is meeting its key aims and objectives.

• Young people are acquiring new knowledge, new experiences and learning many new skills both practical and
inter-personal.

• Young people are engaged in safe activities and through progression pathways many are becoming confident, young
leaders with an appreciation of the importance of active citizenship.

• CashBack SGS funding is helping to make activities accessible and affordable to a wide range of young people, the
majority from disadvantaged backgrounds and areas.

• New youth groups have been established growing provision and increasing the capacity of the partners to offer services
to young people and to provide local volunteering opportunities. Volunteer recruitment has increased.
All this from an average CashBack SGS award of around £1,000 per youth group.
The capacity building approach taken by this evaluation has helped the case study groups to develop a degree of skill and gain
experience of doing small-scale evaluations. The voice of young people has been captured through the evaluation process and used
to bring the story of CashBack SGS to life.

Further Information
Application forms and guidance notes for the CashBack SGS can be accessed from www.cashbacksmallgrants.org
To download the mini-evaluation pack free of charge go to www.cashbacksmallgrants.org
For further information please contact Youth Scotland. Email: jo.macdonald@youthscotland.org.uk Tel: 0131 554 2561
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